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Predictions of a crude oil double-dip came to fruition during the third quarter, but not for the reasons most analysts suggested earlier this
year. Instead of flooding the market at the first sign of a rally, as predicted, domestic producers held output steady as long as possible before
lower prices finally got the better of them and rates slipped half a million barrels a day. Of course, surging rig counts would suggest a flood
wasn’t necessarily out of the question. After all, drillers wouldn’t complete 42 (▲6.7%) new oil rigs in two months only to shutter 61 (▼9.0%)
in four weeks without another reason. If domestic producers had intended to capitalize on prices rising above $60 a barrel for the first time
since December, they missed their opportunity. Barely into the third quarter, ongoing debates and unexpected cuts to demand extended the
global petroleum oversupply, weighing on crude oil futures worldwide and stealing the prize from suppliers.

China’s unstable financial market suffered record losses throughout the quarter, slashing demand forecasts for the world’s second-largest
economy and crude oil consumer. Headlines already bemoaned the world’s nearly 2.5-mmbbl/d oversupply and faltering demand only
worsened the situation for domestic producers who require barrel prices near $60 to break even. At the same time, officials with the People’s
Bank of China altered monetary policies, pegging the yuan’s reference rate to the foreign exchange markets and sending shockwaves through
markets worldwide.

By mid-July, producers not only struggled with weaker demand from China, but the promise of rising supplies. After years of contentious
debate and disparaging comments from all sides, negotiations between Iran and six world powers finally produced an agreement which could
release millions of barrels stored in offshore tankers while nearly doubling Iranian crude oil exports by next summer. With many of Iran’s
previous clients locked into long-term contracts with Gulf competitors, these added barrels should only drive prices lower as the battle for
market share ensues. Ultimately, domestic drillers will most likely suffer the blow as foreign producers entice East Coast refiners to halt crude-
by-rail shipments in favor of cost-advantaged waterborne barrels.

At home, refiners continued second-quarter strength, working through unexpected operational disruptions to capitalize on elevated crack
spreads brought on by summer driving demand. Key facilities across the Midwest struggled to maintain output, costing consumers as much as a
dollar per gallon more at the pump. With crack spreads waning and most refineries in desperate need of maintenance, facility owners have
scheduled one of the most extensive turnaround seasons in recent history.

Now, analysts predict fourth-quarter values beginning as low as $20 a barrel (Goldman Sachs) and averaging $50 a barrel. By next year, most
expect average barrel prices to increase by only $10, barely touching $60 a barrel by the end of 2016. Domestic production should slip to
roughly 8.5 million barrels a day in the coming quarter while OPEC members struggle to live within their 30-mmbb/d quota after Iran’s return
early next year. Finally, Congress voted in favor of lifting the crude oil export ban near the start of the fourth quarter, but President Obama’s
already vowed to veto any such legislation. All this to say: while domestic oil producers search for their place in a dramatically different market
from a year ago, consumers should enjoy significantly lower fuel prices through the end of the year and possibly into next spring.
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At the start of the third quarter, EU lenders struggled to find middle ground with Greek legislators, China’s government sought to stabilize their
tumbling financial markets and an Iranian nuclear agreement seemed almost within reach. By the end of the first week, crude oil futures had lost nearly
7.5 percent, or $4.22 a barrel. The vacuum created by declining Chinese economics then quashed all bullish signals from Europe and the United States.

By mid-August, futures were down nearly a third, or $18.72 a barrel, to a six-year record low of $38.24 a barrel, but traders proved eager for a rally
when technical triggers sparked a 3-day surge early on August 27th and prices gained 27 percent, or $10.60 a barrel. In the first day alone, futures
added more than 10 percent, the industry’s largest single-day gain since December 2008. 

September, however, came and went with little fuss, remaining relatively range-bound between $44 and $47 a barrel. The Federal Reserve’s delay 
of a long-awaited interest rate hike tested the range after their September 16th-17th FOMC meeting, but strong bearish sentiment quickly stifled the
market’s rebound.

Overview

July 2015 through September 2015
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China's Collapsing Financial Markets Threaten Crude Oil Demand
Greek BailoutPushed Through in Eleventh Hour

Iranian Nuclear Deal Approved Federal Reserve Postpones Interest Rate Hike

Strong GDP growth and rallying Chinese 
markets spark round of technical buying and 
trader sentiment shifts in the week following

WTI Crude Futures 

Source: New York Mercantile Exchange (NYMEX)

dollars per barrel



Overview

Third Quarter Summary
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Summary, 3rd Quarter 2015

$45.09

$1.3894

Source: Bloomberg Finance L.P.

16284.70

$1.5126

Refined products mimicked crude oil futures during the first half of the quarter as heating oil slumped as much as 25 percent and RBOB (gasoline) 
shed more than 33 percent in less than two months. Following the industry’s late-August bump, heating oil continued to mirror crude oil while RBOB futures
quickly returned gains with the expiration of higher-priced summer contracts and reached their lowest levels since the end of January. 

As a result of falling product prices, refiners’ margins, estimated using a 3:2:1 crack spread, fell by more than half to as little as $12.67 a barrel in 
mid-September, also the lowest since January. With margins down, facilities neglected during the late-spring maintenance season made plans for one of the
industry’s most aggressive turnaround schedules in recent history. 
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As previously mentioned, the second quarter ended with several
high-profile debates unresolved. Among them, Greek debt
negotiations remained deadlocked and China’s economic outlook
seemed bleak. Surprisingly, record growth in China’s Shanghai
Composite Index and upbeat forecasts for Europe’s struggling
economies contributed to domestic crude oil above $60 a barrel
even as late as mid-June, but market sentiment quickly reversed as
both unexpectedly signaled weaker global demand amid rising
supplies at the end of the month. 

At first, the standoff between Greece and its lenders appeared
insurmountable, eroding EU growth forecasts. Greek banks
remained closed while strict capital controls limited citizens to ATM
withdrawals of roughly $65 a day. Greece’s anti-austerity
government urged its constituents to reject proposed reforms in an
early-July referendum and EU finance ministers withheld the lifeline
Tsipras so desperately needed when negotiations took a surprising
turn as Greek leaders suddenly conceded on nearly every deadlock.
After five months of speculation, the European Union would finally
fund Greece’s third bailout package and headlines could focus, once
again, on the region’s economic recovery.

Meanwhile, China’s economic meltdown stole headlines and
produced the steepest quarterly losses in four years after the
Shanghai Composite Index declined more than 30 percent from
record-high values in less than a month. In response to the decline,
Chinese regulators forbid key shareholders from selling stocks
while officials promised economic stimulus, PBOC administrators
altered currency policies (prompting the yuan’s greatest single-day
decline since 1994) and authorities threatened investors with legal
action, prosecuting several fund managers and journalists for
instigating volatility. 

China’s slowing economy and disappointing manufacturing activity
spell substantially weaker demand for all commodities while the
devaluation of their currency impacts the global trade balance and
emerging Southeast Asian countries. World Bank analysts warn
global economic growth suffers a half-percent decline for each
percentage point China loses. While the IMF estimated 2015
global growth close to 3.5 percent, research groups predict Chinese
economic growth as much as 3 percent beneath China’s official 7-
percent forecast, nearly cutting IMF global growth expectations in
half at 2 percent. Analysts with Goldman Sachs expect much of the
China-based uncertainty to bypass the U.S. economy, reducing
growth by a marginal 0.2 percent over the next year. •

IIIIIII
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Global Economic Outlook

Athens, Greece – July 1, 2015: People waiting to withdraw cash money
from ATM cashpoint outside a closed bank. 



Canada, China, France, Russia and the United
Kingdom attribute between 23 and 30 percent of
their GDP to exports, according to the World Bank,
while nearly half of German GDP stems from
goods or services provided outside their borders.
At the same time, exports account for only 13
percent of U.S. GDP, better insulating our economy
from China’s third-quarter currency devaluation.

? Did You Know?



July August Sept
93.1 91.9 87.2

Consumer Sentiment Index
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Consumer Sentiment Index

According to the University of Michigan’s chief
economist, Richard Curtin, consumer sentiment fell to
its lowest in nearly a year in September as the global
downturn lowered domestic growth predictions. While
consumers see the domestic economy remaining
largely insulated from falling crude oil prices, China’s
financial fallout and European uncertainty, the
sharply-lower DOW Jones Industrial Average —
down as much as 13.5 percent or 2,454 this quarter
— prompted most to reexamine their job and wage
growth expectations. Curtin foresees the global
economy’s influence growing in the future, provoking
widespread adjustments by consumers and policy
makers alike. The Federal Reserve’s delayed interest
rate hike already heralds that change. 

Most market watchers expected Federal Reserve
officials to increase the nation’s short-term interest
rates from their nearly seven-year low during the
September FOMC meeting, but discouraging labor
statistics and disruptions in key foreign economies led
members to postpone the long-anticipated rate hike.
Until recently, policy maker comments suggested
rates would still increase this year, but disappointing
job growth late in the quarter could stall the rate
debate until oil and foreign economies recover in
2016. This would incite inflation rates closer to the
Fed’s two-percent target while maintaining a lower
cost of capital for job creators and new businesses.

Shaded area indicates recession as defined by 
the National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER)

Federal Reserve
Target (2%)

Trimmed Personal Consumption Expenditures (PCE)

Source: Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas

July August Sept
1.43 1.68 1.78

Headline Personal Consumption Expenditures (PCE) MoM Change
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U.S. Economic Outlook

Source: University of Michigan

percentage of change



Crude oil’s collapse contributes heavily
to the nation’s declining Consumer
Price Index (CPI) — one measure of
inflation — by way of lower retail fuel
costs, but also through lower energy
and material expenses to
manufacturers, evidenced by the
Producer Price Index (PPI). While
Federal Reserve members would prefer
inflation near two percent, falling
product prices could actually lead to a
healthier economy in the long run. 

Economic growth hinged on manufacturing activity at the turn of the century and traders revered the PPI, along with several other demand-
related indicators, as portents of recession. Since this time last year, the PPI declined by more than 7.7 percent, which would normally signify an
impending recession, but the nation’s plunging energy costs and rising wages overseas actually narrowed manufacturing costs between the U.S.
and its top competitor, China, to within 5 percent, according to Boston-based consultancy BCG. Possibly more significant, BCG argues low-cost
natural gas and petroleum resources should drive domestic energy and labor costs 2 to 3 percent below that of Chinese rivals by 2018, further
supporting the “Made in America” movement. •
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Producer Price Index (all commodities) and WTI Crude 

Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics

“Possibly more significant, BCG
argues low-cost natural gas 
and petroleum resources should
drive domestic energy and labor
costs 2 to 3 percent below 
that of Chinese rivals by 2018,
further supporting the “Made 
in America” movement.”



Crude Export Debate
Takes Center Stage as
Domestic Producers
Hope to Drive Demand

That same week, Consumers and Refiners United for Domestic
Energy — aka, The CRUDE Coalition — released their own crude
export study conducted by the Baker & O’Brien consultancy of
Dallas. According to the CRUDE coalition’s executive director, Jay
Hauck, the study “undermines the whole basis for the pro-export
argument” while proving EIA reports were “riddled with caveats,
conditions, and uncertainties,” misleading legislators to believe
retail fuel prices would not increase if they repealed the nation’s
40-year-old crude export ban.

10     © 2015 Mansfield Energy Corp.

Slowing International Demand and Strong
Supplies Threaten Crude Oil Rebound

Fundamentals
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At the start of September, the U.S. Energy Information
Administration (EIA) released its official assessment of the crude
export ban and its impact on fuel prices. To the delight of industry
lobbyists, the agency concluded retail gasoline prices might actually
benefit while domestic refiners maintain their advantage over
foreign competitors. However, EIA analysts tarnished an otherwise
solid victory by suggesting crude oil exports would do little to
improve either domestic production rates or barrel prices at their
current levels, despite claims from struggling producers. Instead,
suppliers would only benefit from the ban’s repeal if production
rose to 13.6 million barrels a day by 2025, a far cry from today’s
roughly 9.1 million barrels a day.

Containing 42 gallons, one barrel of crude oil
actually nets about 45 refined product gallons,
including roughly 21 gallons of gasoline, 9
gallons of heating oil/diesel fuel, 3.6 gallons
of jet fuel and 2.7 gallons of propane. 

? Did You Know?



Brent–WTI Crude Oil Spreads (dollars per barrel)

Source: Energy Information Administration (EIA) and U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis
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Since averaging discounts over $27 a barrel in September 2011 when Cushing-to-
Houston pipeline infrastructure failed to sate Gulf Coast refinery demand, Chicago refiners
have passed roughly 25 percent of their savings along to the customer as 10 to 11cpg
discounts at the retail pump. After TransCanada’s Gulf Coast Pipeline project wrapped up in
early 2014, Gulf Coast refiners followed suit. Together, the two regions now save drivers
between $6.1 and $6.7 billion a year, according to Baker & O’Brien. While not quite so
generous, Northeast refiners still pass along 14 percent of the domestic crude oil discount,
amounting to roughly 6cpg at the retail pump and $2.9 billion in annual savings.

While lawmakers and lobbyists argue the ban’s value to consumers, President Obama’s
already made his determination, according to White House Press Secretary Josh Earnest.
In a mid-September briefing, Earnest told reporters, “This is a policy decision that is made
over at the Commerce Department and, for that reason, we wouldn't support legislation
like the one that's been put forward by Republicans.” 

Despite White House opposition, both houses of Congress report adequate support for
such legislation and will likely approve a bill before the end of the year. If legislators avoid
a presidential veto and repeal the nation’s antiquated export ban, expect Brent-WTI
spreads to return to historically negative levels, supporting higher fuel prices in nearly
every market east of the Rockies. •

Focusing on markets across the Eastern United States, the study found Chicago and Gulf
Coast spot gasoline prices benefited considerably from the export ban, exhibiting a strong
correlation to domestic crude oil prices largely due to the regions’ proximity and access to
WTI barrels in Cushing, OK. Meanwhile, East Coast drivers enjoyed slightly lower savings
as refiners remain torn between domestic and foreign barrels. While the EIA argues barrel
origins have little effect on retail fuel costs, Baker & O’Brien analysts concluded refiners
within these three regions proved more price competitive than those consuming foreign
barrels, thanks to elevated Brent-WTI spreads beginning in 2011.

2015 values based on first half of the year. Prices adjusted for inflation.



Oil Investments vs. Crude Oil Prices

Source: Energy Information Administration (EIA) and U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis

2015 values based on first half of the year. Prices adjusted for inflation
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It should come as no surprise, investment in oil and gas
exploration closely follows crude oil values, exhibiting an almost
perfect correlation of 0.96, according to Energy Information
Administration (EIA) data stretching back to 1950. Between
2003 and 2014, domestic oil companies nearly tripled their
annual spending from $56 billion to a record $158 billion as
average barrel prices rose by more than $50, averaging more
than $100 a barrel for the first time in 2008 and again in
2011. Now, EIA forecasts point to prices averaging roughly $70
a barrel in 2020, suggesting industry spending closer to $110
billion as the market recovers, but a recent Barclays study
blames “a new oil paradigm” for notably lower oilfield spending
than the EIA predicts and possibly even lower crude oil prices.

Capital Spending Cuts do Little to Support Crude Oil Prices
Fundamentals

According to their estimates, North American oil companies will cut another 10 to 15 percent from budgets next year in the industry’s first
back-to-back annual spending cut since the mid-‘80s. Last year, Barclays recorded capital spending over $194 billion before the price of oil
prompted 2015’s $68.3-billion haircut. Now, companies will spend as little as $106.9 billion next year, but analyst Paul Cheng tells
investors not to worry. “While we believe the global oil market could begin to gradually recover within the next 6-18 months, we think the
combination of Iranian production ramp-up, OPEC’s defense of market share, and continued resilience of US shale producers will dampen any
potential rebound.” Furthermore, Barclays believes improved efficiency of new oil rig operations should ensure domestic crude oil production
remains “surprisingly robust,” despite slashing investments nearly in half. Consequently, the global supply imbalance should only extend its
overhang and WTI barrel prices should remain range-bound below $60 until supplies tighten in the second half of 2016. •
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Fundamentals

Narrowly missing their second-quarter deadline, multi-national negotiations deciding Iran’s
nuclear future wrapped up Ayatollah Ali Khameneid-July, stifling crude oil’s hard-earned
rebound and endangering domestic production forecasts. A month earlier, disparaging
comments from Iran’s spiritual leader, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, suggested an unsuccessful end
to negotiations and an unchanging global supply imbalance, but European partners later
revealed their reluctance to maintain sanctions, promising to lift economic restrictions with or
without U.S. congressional approval. Avoiding a standoff with European allies, President
Obama secured the votes necessary to quiet Republican opposition, leaving oil producers on
the defensive and international regulators with full control of the flood gates. 

Already expected to award their seal of approval sometime in December, International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA) inspectors drew additional fire late in the third quarter after a top
Iranian official revealed IAEA inspectors were not present during the nation’s hotly-debated
self-inspection of the Parchin military base. Tehran’s long been accused of hiding nuclear
research at Parchin under the cover of military secrecy, but IAEA Director General Yukiya
Amano defended the Agency’s absence, claiming Iranian representatives collected samples
from Parchin under the IAEA’s remote supervision and within guidelines which ensured their
validity. While the decision may frustrate the deal’s opponents, it was Amano who last year
told negotiators Parchin was key to the Agency’s assessment of Iran’s nuclear program,
making it unlikely Amano would cut corners to fast-track a deal.

In the event the IAEA green-lights Iran’s nuclear program and all six nations ratify the
agreement, sanctions could ease as early as December, but most likely early 2016. Based on
comments from Iran’s oil minister, Bijan Namdar Zanganeh, exports could immediately rise
by half a million barrels a day before climbing another million barrels a day in six months,
returning Iran to its pre-2012 levels of 2.5 million barrels a day by next summer and
extending the global oversupply by roughly one million barrels a day. Of course, many of
Iran’s former customers entered into long-term contracts with its OPEC partners when
sanctions left them high and dry as prices averaged closer to $100 a barrel. Now, Iran will
fight an uphill battle for market share, armed only with aggressive discounts. In the end, East
Coast refiners will likely halt crude-by-rail shipments in favor of cheaper Brent barrels as North
America’s WTI benchmark loses its cost advantage and domestic production will fall. •

Iran’s Nuclear Agreement 
Promises to Widen 2016
Supply Gap

Iranian supreme leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei

International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) 
Director-General Yukiya Amano

Iranian Oil Minister Bijan Namdar Zanganeh

International Atomic Energy Agency (IATA) Inspectors
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PADD 1 
East Coast
PADD 1A Northeast

Regional Views

 

BULL
Evan’s Estimation    I

My prediction of a bearish market for the third quarter proved correct as heating oil, RBOB and WTI
crude forfeit spring gains, even setting some new lows. New York Harbor diesel basis also fell to its
lowest (-5.5cpg) in over a decade during the third quarter.

In the fourth quarter, I expect the NYH market to assume a more bullish stance. The cooler autumn
and winter weather is knocking on the door, signaling increased heating oil demand. We don’t
usually see peak heating oil consumption until the first quarter of the year, but a gradual increase in
demand during the end of the year should support basis values. In addition to growing demand,
refineries across the nation scheduled substantial turnaround maintenance for the fourth quarter this
year, limiting capacity as we enter one of the Northeast’s most unforgiving seasons. Most notably,
Irving Oil’s two-month turnaround at its 320,000-bpd refinery in Saint John, New Brunswick (aka,
“Operation Falcon”) will leave New England consumers in a tight spot and, most likely, support
higher refined product prices throughout the Northeast as suppliers shift inventories to compensate. 

Evan Smiles, Supply Supervisor
See his bio, page 47 

PADD 1A Wholesale vs. DOE Retail (dollars per gallon)

Source: Energy Information
Administration (EIA)

“ In addition to growing
demand, refineries across
the nation scheduled
substantial turnaround
maintenance for the fourth
quarter this year, limiting
capacity as we enter one
of the Northeast’s most
unforgiving seasons.”



Stricter Heating Oil Requirements Complicate
Northeast Supply Outlook with Winter Inbound
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With the winter season right around the corner, northern markets will inevitably suffer increased
heating oil demand. All Northeast states above Virginia, with the exception of New Hampshire, enacted
legislation in recent years tightening sulfur content restrictions on all heating oil from as high as
10,000ppm to as little as 15ppm before the end of 2018. According to Arthur Marin, executive
director for the Northeast States for Coordinated Air Use Management, heating oil consumption ranks
second among sources of sulfur dioxide emissions in the Northeast, behind coal-fired power plants. By
their calculations, even a 500ppm sulfur mandate would reduce sulfur dioxide emissions by almost 85
percent while a 15ppm mandate would nearly eliminate those emissions entirely. Participating state
lawmakers hope to eventually enforce an ultra-low sulfur (ULS) standard on all Northeast heating oil,
reducing pollution and improving air quality across the Eastern seaboard.

In 2012, the State of New York became the first to mandate an ultra-low sulfur spec. By the next year,
New Jersey and Delaware joined with the Empire State, followed by Maine, Connecticut, Massachusetts,
Vermont, Rhode Island and District of Columbia in 2014. Both New York State and Rhode Island went a
step further, however, requiring a small amount of biodiesel in each gallon of heating oil to reduce the
fuel’s emissions further while supporting the renewable industry. 

By phasing out high-sulfur heating oil, consumers in less stringent states could pay more to heat their
homes this season as refiners, like PBF in Delaware City, increase ultra-low sulfur output at the expense
of high-sulfur products. Further complicating their supply outlook, disruptions in stricter markets could be
resolved through blending high-sulfur products with ultra-low sulfur fuels, meeting the mandate in what
will be a higher-cost market while limiting availability and driving prices in lower-cost markets. Offering
consumers a slim silver lining, analysts suggest the growing popularity of natural gas could offset some
amount of heating oil demand, easing heating oil prices during this transition. •

Source:National Oilheat Research Alliance



PADD 1 
East Coast
PADD 1A 
Northeast

In August, Irving Oil Ltd. of New Brunswick, Canada announced plans for the
company’s largest turnaround in history, focusing on improving safety, reliability and
long-term competitiveness, according to Irving’s press release. Also one of Atlantic
Canada’s largest private sector investments this year, Irving’s $200-million maintenance
schedule began September 16th and should last into November, but why should U.S.
companies take notice?

Located only 65 miles north of the U.S. border, Irving’s 320,000-bpd refinery exports
more than 80 percent of its refined products to the U.S. with nearly half its output
destined for Northeast markets. New England markets will likely tighten as suppliers shift
to existing inventories and waterborne transports from Gulf and Mid-Atlantic refineries,
potentially cutting into winter stockpiles before maintenance winds down in November.

Canadian Facility Proves Key to
East Coast Demand Forecasts

Presenting a long-term concern for Northeast
consumers, Irving announced it would move
away from Bakken crude-by-rail deliveries and
possibly even TransCanada’s proposed $12-
billion Energy East pipeline. According to
Irving’s president, Ian Whitcomb, the Saint
John refinery received nearly 100,000 barrels
of Bakken crude each day when Brent-WTI
spreads exceeded $20 a barrel in 2013, but
faltering economics and rising transportation
costs forced executives to consider alternatives
after investing heavily in rail offloading
infrastructure for the last decade. Northeast
refiners share the same economics in their
crude oil purchasing and Irving’s decision likely
heralds a widespread shift among Mid-Atlantic
refiners. This would revert the Northeast region
to Brent-based pricing while the rest of the
nation embraces the North American standard.
While consumers wouldn’t notice an
immediate change in pricing, it reintroduces an
old wrinkle to the Northeast petroleum
market, creating arbitrage opportunities for
Gulf Coast refiners and pushing the Brent-WTI
spread to the top of shippers’ watch lists. •
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BEAR
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Chris’ Concept    I
Last quarter I predicted prices would gain as the heart of hurricane season began. After all, nearly 
4 out of 5 named storms occur during the third quarter, but I can admit when I’m wrong. The
2015 storm season’s proved relatively quiet, limiting refining and distribution outages which would,
typically, support higher product prices. With one of history’s strongest El Niño patterns stirring off
the Pacific Coast, the greatest weather-related impact, most likely, won’t be felt this summer, but 
in the coming winter.

In the fourth quarter, expect prices in the Gulf to decrease. All forward projections suggest Gulf
Coast diesel discounts to NYMEX futures range between 10 and 14 cents per gallon this fall.
Refinery utilization and finished product inventories hold strong, but Colonial and Planation pipelines
remain allocated, encouraging exports into Northeast markets while driving local prices lower.

 

PADD 1 
East Coast
PADD 1B & 1C 
Central & Lower Atlantic

Chris Carter, Supply Manager
See his bio, page 47

PADD 1B Wholesale vs. DOE Retail (dollars per gallon)

Source: Energy Information
Administration (EIA)

PADD 1C Wholesale vs. DOE Retail (dollars per gallon)

Source: Energy Information
Administration (EIA)

“Refinery utilization and
finished product inventories
hold strong, but Colonial
and Planation pipelines
remain allocated,
encouraging exports into
Northeast markets while
driving local prices lower.”



After more than a decade of restrictive gasoline requirements, the EPA approved
Georgia’s State Implementation Plan, replacing an extra-low sulfur, boutique gasoline
requirement affecting 45 metro Atlanta counties with a more ubiquitous and pocket-
pleasing 7.8-psi gasoline requirement over 13 counties. State officials first proposed
the plan on February 5th, but the changes didn’t take effect until October 1st, after the
low-RVP season’s concluded for the year. When low-RVP season resumes next spring,
drivers in the 32 counties surrounding metro Atlanta should notice considerably lower
fuel prices as they no longer consume a costly low-sulfur, low-RVP fuel, but a more
common 9.0-psi product. 
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Atlanta Residents Say “Goodbye” to Costly
Boutique Gasoline Requirement

Georgia policymakers proposed several measures
to help offset any potential emissions increase,
including permanently replacing 60 school buses,
updating rail locomotives and restricting times for
testing certain generators. Consumers should
benefit in several ways as refinery limitations,
distribution constraints and poor competition
drove prices for metro Atlanta’s boutique gasoline
to a more than 10cpg premium over the region’s
9.0-psi alternative.

Without the specialty requirement in place,
suppliers previously absent from the Atlanta gas
market will likely return, increasing price
competition and aiding consumers. At the same
time, supply disruptions throughout the region
should prove less common as Gulf Coast refineries
simplify their production slates and shippers no
longer save line space for Atlanta’s boutique fuel.
With the low-RVP season already passed,
however, suburban Atlanta drivers won’t notice
the impact of this decision until May of next year
when the transition would normally produce
seasonal price spikes. •

Atlanta Low-Sulfur Gasoline Premium (cents per gallon)

Source: Oil Price Information Service (OPIS)

All Atlanta counties halting 
sales of low-sulfur gasoline

13 metro Atlanta counties
retaining 7.8-psi summer
gasoline requirement

32 counties no longer
required to consume low-RVP
gasoline in summer months
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Limetree Bay Eyes HOVENSA Oil
Terminal in Possible Acquisition
At the start of 2010, Hess and Venezuela’s state oil company, PDVSA, jointly owned and

operated one of the world’s top ten refineries by volume, hosting a capacity of roughly 500,000
barrels a day on the island of St. Croix. By the end of 2012, both the refinery and its roughly 30
million barrels in storage capacity were up for sale. Following a failed purchase of the entire
refining facility by Atlantic Basin Refining (ABR) in December of last year and relentless litigation
from island officials, it appears HOVENSA LLC has finally offloaded its terminal operations to   LLC
(LBH) in a late-September agreement as part of Chapter 11 proceedings. 

When the facility first closed in 2012, it employed more than
2,000 workers and supplied refined products to coastal markets
across the East Coast. Since then, demand for Jones Act vessels
skyrocketed, driving transportation costs considerably higher and
encouraging markets such as Charleston and Jacksonville to adopt
New York Harbor pricing methodologies. While the Southeast
market learned to cope without HOVENSA, the facility’s significant
volume and exemption from Jones Act requirements could ease
Southeast product prices in time.

Eventually, Limetree Bay, an affiliate of ArcLight Capital Partners
LLC, could transport Gulf Coast gasoline components to St. Croix on
foreign-flagged vessels before blending and redistributing to coastal
markets on the same foreign-flagged vessels, circumventing the
Jones Act and cutting freight rates by as much as two-thirds.

“While the Southeast
market learned to cope
without HOVENSA, the
facility’s significant volume
and exemption from Jones
Act requirements could
ease Southeast product
prices in time.”

PADD 1 
East Coast
PADD 1B & 1C 
Central & Lower Atlantic

Considering Kinder Morgan’s failed petition to invoke eminent
domain along the Georgia coast earlier this year — blocking
construction of their Palmetto Pipeline for the time being —
waterborne shipments could hold significant sway over the
East Coast’s gasoline market, netting ArcLight a hefty payday
while introducing a highly-competitive supplier into an
otherwise closed market. 

Senators of the Virgin Islands must first ratify the deal, but
Governor Kenneth Mapp expects legislative approval before
the end of November. Gov. Mapp praised ArcLight for its lean,
energy-focused portfolio, which recently added key Northeast
storage assets by purchasing PPC and Gulf Oil, bringing its
total midstream investments to roughly $13 billion over the
last 15 years. •



BEAR

PADD 2 
Midwest

Dan’s Dissertation    I
The fourth quarter should bring strong Midwest diesel values as significant refining capacity goes
offline for seasonal maintenance and the fall agricultural harvest boosts diesel demand. Expect tight
supply and relatively high regional prices in October and even through mid-November. Following that,
prices should subside in December with a drop in demand and production coming back online.
Refinery disruptions related to maintenance could cause short-term gasoline spikes, but the regional
price trend should still be downward relative to NYMEX futures.

Dan Luther, Supply Manager
See his bio, page 46 

PADD 2 Wholesale vs. DOE Retail (dollars per gallon)

Source: Energy Information
Administration (EIA)

“Refinery disruptions
related to maintenance
could cause short-term
gasoline spikes, but
the regional price trend
should still be
downward relative to
NYMEX futures.”

 



On August 8th, the largest crude distillation unit (CDU) at BP’s 430,000-bpd Whiting, IN refinery
unexpectedly halted production after workers discovered damage, sending regional gasoline prices screaming
higher at the peak of summer driving season. Crude distillation units are the first stop in the refining process,
heating product to temperatures exceeding 700 degrees Fahrenheit, with all subsequent processing units
dependent upon CDU outputs. The effected unit was Whiting’s largest, representing over half the plant’s
capacity. Given the region’s already weak gasoline inventories and Whiting’s significance, gasoline values
skyrocketed as buyers scrambled to find prompt product. By the time the dust settled, Chicago RBOB had
jumped nearly 90 cents per gallon. Reformulated Chicago gasoline earned a 91cpg premium over the
baseline NYMEX RBOB contract while conventional gasoline escaped with a 60cpg premium. 

After several weeks, BP brought the crude unit back online at a reduced rate, dampening prices. In the
fourth quarter, Midwest gasoline buyers should expect lower pricing as demand wanes and production
returns to normal. •

“Given the region’s already
weak gasoline inventories
and Whiting’s significance,
gasoline values skyrocketed
as buyers scrambled to find
prompt product. many key
markets short product.”

Unbranded Midwest Gasoline vs. NYMEX Futures (dollars per gallon)

Source: Oil Price Information Service (OPIS)

Refinery Trouble
Leads to Sky High
Prices for Midwest
Gasoline Buyers

PADD 2 
Midwest
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August’s short-term disruption reminded all fuel buyers, despite lower crude oil and nationwide product prices, maintenance at key regional
facilities can still produce local price spikes and potential fuel shortages. Now, even after several unplanned repairs this summer, Midwest
refiners still plan to take roughly 660,000 barrels of daily crude oil processing capacity offline in October after topping 772,000 barrels in
September, a record for Midwest refiners according to data compiled by Bloomberg.

Midwest Refiners Schedule Above Average Fall Maintenance

Midwest CDU Capacity Down for Maintenance (thousands of barrels per day)

Source: Bloomberg

Those planning downtime this fall include Flint Hills’ Pine Bend (MN), ExxonMobil’s Joliet (IL), Phillips 66’s Wood River (IL), BP’s Whiting (IN)
and Marathon’s Catlettsburg (KY) facilities. While seasonal maintenance typically coincides with periods of weaker fuel demand, Midwest
turnaround schedules frequently overlap with strong agricultural demand associated with the fall harvest. With limited rain in the long-range
forecast and roughly 80 percent of both the corn and soybean crops left to harvest at the start of the fourth quarter, refinery maintenance and
increasing agricultural demand should weigh heavily on the region’s distillate inventories while supporting higher prices.

Midwest Distillate Inventories (million barrels)

Source: Energy Information Administration (EIA)

Thankfully, distillate stockpiles showed uncommon strength this spring due to limited refinery maintenance between April and June. Consequently,
inventories remain roughly 2 million barrels above the 5-year seasonal average, despite significant August disruptions. However, any unplanned
maintenance could easily sap those surplus barrels from regional storage, raising prices and weakening inventories heading into what’s already
predicted to be an extremely cold, wet winter. •



BEAR
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PADD 3 
Gulf Coast

 

Dan’s Dissertation    I
The aforementioned increase in PADD2 diesel demand during October and early November may pull
diesel gallons northward via Explorer, Magellan, and TEPPCO Pipelines. Some markets along those
lines, such as Dallas and North Little Rock, will then compete for diesel supply with higher rack prices
in the Ohio Valley area. However, those pipelines possess limited capacity, leaving excess barrels
trapped in Gulf Coast markets and pushing the cash market there lower in relation to NYMEX futures
as supply remains plentiful.

Dan Luther, Supply Manager
See his bio, page 46 

PADD 3 Wholesale vs. DOE Retail (dollars per gallon)

Source: Energy Information
Administration (EIA)



Two refineries in the Texas Panhandle experienced
unexpected production issues in the third quarter, spurring
product prices higher and spreading physical supply thin in
many markets. Lingering issues at Phillips 66’s 154,000-
bpd Borger, TX refinery beginning in June distressed many
Southwest markets, particularly gasoline supply into North
Texas and New Mexico. Adding to supply concerns, Valero’s
172,000-bpd McKee, TX refinery also experienced
diminished output as a capacity expansion wrapped up in
August. As a result, wholesale gasoline prices in
Albuquerque, NM garnered a roughly 60cpg premium over
NYMEX RBOB contracts at the disruption’s peak in mid-
August. Amarillo, TX was not far behind with gasoline
exceeding NYMEX RBOB contracts by more than 55cpg.
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Western PADD3 Markets
See High Product Prices
on Refinery Hiccups

Southwest Gasoline Premiums to NYMEX RBOB Futures Futures (dollars per gallon)

Source: Oil Price Information Service (OPIS)

In September, both Panhandle refineries returned to normal production and prices slid. Southwest
gasoline values should continue that trend into the fourth quarter. The aforementioned McKee expansion
and a potential increase at Western Refining’s 131,000-bpd El Paso plant should add to the benefits of
historically high refinery utilization rates to produce a well-supplied Southwest market.  •

Valero’s McKee, TX refinery

Phillips 66’s Borger, TX refinery



BEAR

Nate’s Notion    I
Diesel and gasoline prices will start the month of October on a high note in response to increased
demand from the Group’s fall harvest, but things should settle in early November and prices should
move lower as year-end approaches.  From a seasonal perspective, the fourth quarter generally
represents weak demand, limiting support for the NYMEX this winter. Once we get through
maintenance season, however, I expect PADD4 refineries to produce as much as possible, taking
advantage of current refining economics and countering any uptick in demand we may see from
colder than anticipated weather.  The one wildcard in an otherwise bearish outlook would be any
refinery hiccups.  Since several areas in the Mountain region are relatively isolated from the nation’s
refining hubs (i.e. Salt Lake City, Denver, Billings, etc.), maintenance season’s particularly tough on
PADD4 markets when unexpected disruptions limit product availability even further.

Nate Kovacevich, Supply Manager
See his bio, page 47 PADD 4 

Rocky
Mountain
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W  ith limited refining capacity of its own, the state of Colorado
relies heavily on PADD3 refineries and downtime at WRB
Refining’s 154,000-bpd Borger, TX facility contributed heavily to
elevated product prices throughout the Denver area until the end
of August. Even as diesel prices rebounded, retail gasoline prices
remained more than 30cpg above the national average through
the Labor Day weekend, according to AAA, as short supplies
haunted the Mile High City. 

As peak summer demand passes and inventories recover,
analysts anticipate retail prices below $2.00 a gallon. Already,
the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) reported a
nearly 34cpg decline in the month since the city’s retail gasoline
prices peak at $2.955 a gallon on August 17th. According to
AAA, Denver drivers saved approximately $1.00 a gallon at the
pump compared to prices paid at this time last year. At the
market’s peak in July 2008, the city’s gasoline topped $4.00 a
gallon while diesel averaged nearly $4.80 a gallon. •

Borger, TX Refinery Restart Alleviates Tight Supply in Denver

PADD 4 Wholesale vs. DOE Retail (dollars per gallon)

Source: Energy Information
Administration (EIA)
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“Once we get through
maintenance season,
however, I expect PADD4
refineries to produce as
much as possible, taking
advantage of current
refining economics and
countering any uptick in
demand we may see
from colder than
anticipated weather.”



While oil prices dropped sharply amid an oil glut at the Cushing, OK delivery hub, Wyoming
continues expanding crude oil pipeline infrastructure leading out of the state with most
activity centering on the Powder River Basin. Tall Grass Energy’s Pony Express pipeline was
given a 260-mile facelift to complete the 690-mile journey from Guernsey, WY to Cushing,
OK. Since the Pony Express began pushing barrels in late 2014, Wyoming crude prices
increased relative to WTI and now trade at only a $1 to $2 a barrel discount, down from a
$10 a barrel discount stemming from refining constraints. The Pony Express links with North
Dakota’s Bakken plays and touts a 230,000 barrel per day capacity. 

Genesis Energy is also in the process of building a 60-mile stretch of crude pipeline connecting
the Powder River Basin to a rail facility located north of Douglas, WY. While a seemingly short
stretch of pipeline, the completed pipeline would provide two development sites in the Basin
a 30,000-bpd alternative to costly truck transports. Drilling activity may have slowed in
recent months, however, Wyoming’s investment in crude oil infrastructure should prepare the
state for future demand as prices recover and production in the Mountain region rebounds. •
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Pipeline Construction Continues in Wyoming
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“Drilling activity may have slowed
in recent months, however,
Wyoming’s investment in crude
oil infrastructure should prepare
the state for future demand as
prices recover and production in
the Mountain region rebounds.”



California’s volatility should remain strong in the coming quarter as uncertainty surrounds the restart of
Exxon’s Torrance refinery and Chevron prepares for a record turnaround season. Consequently,
Californians should brace for frequent price spikes — particularly, on gasoline — as importers wait for
arbitrage opportunities to justify waterborne shipments in the fourth quarter.

The Pacific Northwest, on the other hand, should enjoy a less volatile market and fewer price gyrations
than experienced over the summer as waning demand and limited refinery maintenance typically keep
the region very well supplied through the winter months. The PNW will most likely serve as an
additional supply point for California this fall, as well, stabilizing prices in Washington and Oregon.
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PADD 5 
West Coast,
AK, HI

 

Lynn’s Lessons    I Lynn Argianas, Director of Supply, West
See her bio, page 46

BULL

PADD 5 Wholesale vs. DOE Retail (dollars per gallon)

Source: Energy Information
Administration (EIA)

“California’s volatility
should remain strong
in the coming quarter
as uncertainty
surrounds the restart
of Exxon’s Torrance
refinery and Chevron
prepares for a record
turnaround season.”



Refinery maintenance and sporadic arbitrage opportunities throughout
the third quarter caused substantial volatility in California, primarily
impacting gasoline prices. Market experts had widely anticipated
regulatory approval of ExxonMobil’s Torrance, CA facility, allowing
operations to resume at reduced rates sometime in September.
However, regulators postponed their approval hearing a second time in
mid-September without rescheduling. Without regulatory approval for
Exxon’s proposed partial restart, sources suggest it could be February
before workers complete repairs on the damaged electrostatic
precipitator and production resumes. 

Adding to the state’s supply concerns, Chevron has scheduled the largest
planned turnaround in their Richmond, CA refinery’s history, depriving
the San Francisco area of 5
million gasoline barrels and 1.8
million distillate barrels later this
fall. Combined with a major
October/November turnaround
at Tesoro’s Wilmington (Los
Angeles) facility, costing the
southern California market 1.4
million distillate barrels and
530,000 gasoline barrels,
Chevron’s record turnaround
should extend California’s tight
supply through the end of 2015.
Any significant unplanned

West Coast Retail Gasoline vs. National Average

Source: Energy Information Administration (EIA)
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outages on top of the planned maintenance could increase
California’s already sizeable gasoline and distillate premiums
versus the national average.

The Pacific Northwest remained strong through most of the
summer as peak demand, along with unplanned refinery
maintenance, produced some of the highest refined product
prices in the nation. However, the region’s already
rebalancing its supply/demand outlook for both gasoline and
distillates, suggesting ample supplies and lower prices this
fall, which should provide welcome relief to residents of
Washington and Oregon.

Similarly, Alaskan markets suffered higher product prices this
summer for two reasons. First, as with all markets across the
nation, summer represents peak demand season as days get
longer, temperatures rise and tourism booms. Second,
Alaska’s known for its crude oil production capacity, but not
its refining capacity. Since Flint Hills closed the state’s largest
refinery last summer, Alaska’s been dependent on
supplements from facilities in the Pacific Northwest, which
struggled this quarter. Further complicating the situation,
many parts of Alaska can only be resupplied during the
summer and early fall months. Consequently, declining Pacific
Northwest prices may not reach Alaska’s coast in time to
save residents considerably this season. •

Refinery Disruptions Haunt the West Coast



Brent–WTI Crude Oil Spreads (dollars per barrel)

Source: Energy Information Administration (EIA)
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Irving Oil, the owner of Canada’s largest oil refinery, said it no longer consumes
Bakken shale at its 320,000 barrel per day plant in Saint John, New Brunswick. In
recent years, the company purchased up to 100,000 Bakken barrels per day, but will
now purchase its crude from overseas producers, like Saudi Arabia, due to unattractive
economics from the Bakken shale formation. Like most East Coast producers, Irving
found the added cost and risks associated with railing product from North Dakota
outweighed shrinking discounts on North American barrels. According to the
Association of American Railroads (AAR), refiners received 2,201 fewer crude oil
carloads in the second quarter, extending the industry’s decline since peaking in the
third quarter of last year to roughly 15 percent. 

According to Irving’s president, Ian Whitcomb, the Saint John refinery received nearly
100,000 barrels of Bakken crude each day when Brent-WTI spreads exceeded $20 
a barrel in 2013, but faltering economics and rising transportation costs forced
executives to consider alternatives after investing heavily in rail offloading
infrastructure for the last decade. That alternative seemed to be TransCanada’s 
2,800-mile, 1.1-million barrel per day Energy East pipeline, expected to carry cost-
advantaged North American crude from western regions to East Coast refineries. 

Unfortunately, fading discounts not only drove
Irving away from Bakken crude-by-rail deliveries,
but possibly TransCanada’s proposed $12-billion
Energy East pipeline. Once a key supporter and
beneficiary of the pipeline’s construction, Irving
Oil and its Saint John facility play a pivotal role in
the project’s future. Unfortunately, Irving’s Vice
President and COO, Mark Sherman, told The
Globe and Mail in August crude oil’s recent
collapse now favors bountiful Saudi Arabian
barrels, claiming “it makes more sense to stay
on the water.” Now, about 90 percent of the
crude oil consumed in Saint John originated in
either Saudi Arabia or West African nations.

While some blame the market’s recent collapse
for narrowing spreads, North America’s West
Texas Intermediate (WTI) benchmark began
losing its advantage near the start of 2013 when
TransCanada completed its Cushing-to-Gulf Coast
pipeline, relieving the domestic crude oil glut and
eliminating steep discounts to Brent. Since the
market’s retreat isn’t to blame and domestic
production — particularly in costly Bakken fields
— is expected to decline as oil remains below
breakeven points, East Coast refiners will likely
follow in Irving’s footsteps and accept more
foreign barrels going forward. This should also
increase export ban rhetoric as domestic refiners
show less interest in North American barrels. •

Irving Oil Executives: 
“It Makes More Sense to Stay on the Water”

 

Canada



Syncrude Canada Ltd., one of Alberta’s largest oil sands projects,
suffered another setback this quarter after a fire damaged
equipment, halting production, at its 326,000-bpd Mildred Lake
bitumen mining facility on August 29th. The facility’s largest
stakeholder, Canadian Oil Sands Ltd., said it would still mine
bitumen and operate unaffected upgraders, but would need to
suspend production of fully-upgraded synthetic crude until repairs
are completed. The project maintains minimal storage capacity for
mined bitumen and partially-upgraded crude oil, but sources expect
tanks to fill before repairs wrap up, cutting into the company’s
already slim profits.

Some terminals across the Canadian prairies implemented low
sulfur diesel allocations as disruptions in synthetic crude output
impacted refinery operations and drained refined product
inventories. While initial estimates suggested repairs would take

weeks, not months, the lack of information since the accident
would indicate a fourth-quarter restart. Light synthetic crude oil
prices in September jumped to a one-month high versus WTI
barrels, offering refiners only a $1-per-barrel discount to the North
American benchmark.

At the end of August, disruptions at China’s Nexen Energy ULC
unit in northern Alberta, Syncrude’s ongoing troubles and a
widespread economic downturn stemming from the industry’s
persistent pricing slump led provincial officials to estimate a
record deficit of between C$5.9 billion and C$6.5 billion. With
active rig counts down nearly 55 percent since the start of the
year, utilization rates below 25 percent and corporate investment
dwindling, analysts expect Canada’s cash-strapped explorers to
suffer the worst as global producers vie for market share at the
expense of high-cost operations. •

Canada
Syncrude Struggles following Facility Fire



I’m the first to admit when I’m wrong and I honestly expected to see some price improvement approaching the fourth quarter. Biodiesel
production is up and soybean oil prices are down. So, why isn’t biodiesel more competitive as a transportation fuel? It’s not a conspiracy, but
Biodiesel tax credit anxiety, coupled with crude price woes on the tail of a lackluster RFS proposal, which left the market confused. EPA
administrators should finalize RFS mandates sometime in November; the tax extenders package will likely be enacted at the eleventh hour;
and crude looks comfortable between $40 and $50 a barrel. Therefore, I intend to hibernate through the winter. Wake me when biodiesel
regains its cost advantage to ultra-low sulfur diesel and people quit using the term “blendwall” to explain why ethanol demand plateaued!

Early in the third quarter, the Senate Finance Committee approved
several renewable fuel tax incentives as part of a larger tax
extenders package. If approved by the full assembly, the tax
extenders package would retroactively reinstate, most notably, the
$1-per-gallon biodiesel blender’s incentive and $1.01-per-gallon
cellulosic production credit, both of which expired at the start of the
year. While veteran traders have been through this drill before, the
committee’s approval may not produce the same cost savings
consumers would generally expect. Unlike years past, the
committee agreed to a two-year credit extension, but at the cost of
an added twist. An amendment to the bill would award producers
the tax credit rather than blenders beginning next year, significantly
altering the biofuels market. Of course, the incentives remain merely
a recommendation until Congress passes the bill and President
Obama signs it into law.

While most industry professionals seem confident Congress will
reinstate the biodiesel blender’s tax credit, mixed emotions surround
the proposal of 2016’s incentive being offered to only U.S.
producers. The amendment’s sponsors, Senators Grassley (R-IA) and
Cantwell (D-WA), hope to encourage domestic biofuel production by
withholding roughly $90 million in taxpayer support from foreign
biofuels blended across the nation’s racks. Given the EPA’s proposed
reduction in Renewable Volume Obligations (RVOs), the amendment
could also help stabilize the domestic production market. Crimson
Renewable Energy President Harry Simpson lauded the proposed
amendment for utilizing existing investments and creating an
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Tax Extenders Package

environment conducive to future domestic growth. Meanwhile, many
of the world’s largest biofuel producers — located in Asia and Europe
— would need to rethink their American marketing strategies,
potentially increasing the cost of biofuels in markets reliant on imports. 

Domestic producers would likely build a share of their credit—albeit,
at their discretion—into their product’s price to create a healthier
marketplace, inherently driving down biodiesel costs to consumers.
International producers would prove less inclined to ship biodiesel to
the U.S. as they would struggle to overcome the advantage of
domestic tax credits. Canadian producers already petitioned lawmakers
for a North American Free Trade (NAFTA) exemption, suggesting the
amendment would otherwise constitute unfair trading practices. 

Parties from both sides of the fence agree a decision couldn’t come
soon enough. If lawmakers support tax extensions, traders need time
to research the year’s activities and reconcile their books before moving
into 2016 with incentives in place, production budgets set and
distribution networks primed. With decisive action, legislators could
help stabilize what’s been an uneasy biodiesel marketplace for the last
few years. Lawmakers have yet to schedule a vote on the tax credit
extension package in either the House or Senate, but expect the
debate to heat up in the fourth quarter as the year draws to a close. •

Renewable Fuels Jessica’s Judgment 
Jessica Phillips, Renewable Supply & Distribution Supervisor
See her bio, page 47

BEAR
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Source: Oil Price Information Service (OPIS)

By the end of the third quarter, strong domestic biodiesel production combined with
steady imports to flood the biodiesel (D4) RIN market, slashing certificate values by

RIN Recap
more than half in the first two months alone. Expected to surpass the Renewable Fuel Standard (RFS) requirement and roll excess RINs into
the coming year, 2015 D4 RINs fell from 83 cents per RIN on July 1st to 38.5 cents — their lowest in two years — by September 10th. 

Ethanol (D6) RINS also declined, but to a lesser degree, losing a little more than a third of their value, or 17 cents per RIN, in the first two
months. D6 RINs have been declining since the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) proposed reducing ethanol volume obligations in line
with blendwall restriction, but the agency admitted early in the third quarter to errors in their 2014 RVO calculations. EPA analysts
mistakenly included exported denatured ethanol volumes in their calculations, despite being ineligible for RIN generation, and program
administrators are expected to increase their final blending requirements, accordingly. •

Renewable Identification Number (RIN) Values



“Aside from the fuel’s improved
performance—saving consumers
fuel spent per mile—consumers
can expect significantly lower 
cost-per-gallon as renewable 
diesel’s low carbon intensity 
qualifies it for both federal and 
state tax incentives.”
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Renewable Fuels

Aside from the fuel’s improved performance — saving consumers
fuel spent per mile — consumers can expect significantly lower cost-
per-gallon as renewable diesel’s low carbon intensity qualifies it for
both federal and state tax incentives. States like California subsidize
green alternatives through their Low Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS),
recognizing renewable diesel as CARB (state-mandated spec) diesel
without increasing the consumer’s compliance obligation under its
costly cap-and-trade program.

Propel Fuels, a West Coast renewable fuel retailer, first introduced
their drop-in diesel alternative, called Diesel HPR (High Performance
Renewable), this spring in 18 Northern California locations.
Comprised of approximately 98.5 percent Neste NEXBTL and
qualifying for both state and federal incentives, Diesel HPR offered

D  espite personal beliefs, climate concerns, convenience or fancy promotions, most drivers select their preferred filling station based on one
factor: price. More often than not, the same goes for businesses, shopping the lowest prices to reduce overhead expense and maximize profits.
That’s why it’s important to note, from airplane manufacturers to transporters and fuel retailers, more companies are choosing renewable diesel
for its relatively high energy content and low carbon intensity.

According to the National Institute for Advanced Transportation Technology (NIATT), renewable diesel offers consumers improved energy content,
cetane ratings and oxidative stability over biodiesel alternatives, which producers regularly blend with conventional diesel at rates of up to 5
percent without the end-user’s knowledge. Proving the performance advantages of Neste’s NEXBTL renewable diesel this summer, CLP
Motorsports completed a 2,507-mile trek from Jacksonville, FL to Santa Monica, CA without refueling, recording an astonishing 66.7 miles per
gallon while reducing the vehicle’s greenhouse gas emissions by an estimated 75 percent versus a standard car consuming premium diesel.

Greenhouse Gas Emissions by Fuel Type

Source: Diesel Technology Forum

consumers savings of roughly 50cpg at the start of August. Propel
recently added 13 locations in Southern California while also
expanding availability for commercial and bulk business, including
government fleets across the state of California.

While the 2015 blenders’ tax credit remains uncertain, the proposed
extension passed the Senate Finance Committee in late July by a
vote of 23-3, suggesting strong Senate support. Likewise, comments
from House members seem to support the tax extension’s approval,
but analysts don’t expect a final vote until late this year, applying the
credit retroactively. In the coming year, legislators already suggested
changes to the incentive which could cut into consumer savings in
the short term, but improve transparency, industry stability and,
consequently, consumer savings down the road.  •

Renewable Diesel 
Grows its Fan Base 
across Several Industries

Los Angeles

JacksonvilleHouston

Baseline Emissions 10 to 20% Reduction
Another 20% to
60% Reduction

Gasoline Conventional Diesel Renewable Diesel



Cash Price
The third quarter started with cash prices trading, on average, flat to slightly below the prompt month contract. By mid-July, however,

high temperatures along the Gulf Coast drove cash Henry Hub prices as high as 14 cents per dekatherm (¢/DT) over the August
contract, signaling unusually high natural gas demand. Premiums on cash markets over prompt month futures continued until near the
end of August when they returned to levels seen at the beginning of the quarter. 

Forward Prices
Following multiple years of increased production, total shale gas output decreased since the first quarter and, for the first time, experts
predict all major shale regions will see a decrease in production by the end of the fourth quarter. Given steadily declining rig counts,
decreasing shale gas production does not help the supply outlook. •

NYMEX Natural Gas Foreward Curves
(dollars per million British thermal units)

Natural Gas
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Source: New York Mercantile Exchange (NYMEX)



Monthly Change in Natural Gas Production in DPR Regions
(January 2014 –September 2015)

Source: Energy Information Administration (EIA)

Following multiple years of increased production,
total shale gas output decreased since the first
quarter and, for the first time, experts predict all
major shale regions will see a decrease in
production by the end of the fourth quarter. Given
steadily declining rig counts, decreasing shale gas
production does not help the supply outlook.

On September 1st, Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC) authorities granted Rockies
Express Pipeline (REX) permission to operate their
Zone 3 East-to-West expansion, connecting gas-rich
counties in eastern Ohio with markets in Missouri.
A key leg of the company’s nearly 1,700-mile
interstate pipeline stretching from Marcellus/Utica
shale formations in the Appalachian Mountains to
Rocky Mountain destinations, the Zone 3
expansion will distribute up to 1.8 billion cubic feet
of natural gas to Midwest markets each day and
just in time for peak winter demand. •

Natural Gas
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Natural Gas
Supplies

Rockies Express Pipeline (REX) Zone 3, Bidirectional

Source: Energy Information Administration (EIA)

Source: Tallgrass Energy
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Domestic Natural Gas Consumption
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Natural gas demand rose through the third quarter, driven by increased power consumption from
sweltering summer temperatures. Once again, growing natural gas demand from power generation
and industrial consumption more than offsets the reductions in the residential and commercial
sectors for year-to-date.

Natural Gas

Natural Gas Demand

Domestic Net Electricity Generation (gigawatthours)

Source: Bentek Energy via Energy Information Administration (EIA)

For the first time on record, electric power generated from natural gas surpassed that of coal-
fired plants; though it proved short-lived, lasting only one month. This comes at a time when
natural gas prices are higher than in April 2012, when monthly natural gas generation last
came close to surpassing coal. Recall that spot natural gas prices were near $2.00/mmbtu in
April 2012, while natural gas currently hovers around $2.60/mmbtu. •

Source: Energy Information Administration (EIA), Electric Power Monthly and Short-Term Energy Outlook (July 2015)

“For the first time on record,
electric power generated from
natural gas surpassed that of
coal-fired plants; though it
proved short-lived, lasting
only one month.”



NYMEX Natural Gas Foreward Pricing 
Dollars per million British thermal units

Source: New York Mercantile Exchange (NYMEX)
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Third quarter injection rates fell year-over-year following a strong second quarter, but it comes as no
surprise given the industry’s declining shale gas production and rising natural gas demand from power
generators. While lower year-over-year, injection rates remained relatively strong due to an ongoing
contango between cash month and winter pricing. As the graph below depicts, February contracts on
the New York Mercantile Storage levels now exceed the nation’s 5-year seasonal average by more
than 4 percent while outpacing 2014 inventories by an astonishing 17 percent.  •

Natural Gas

Natural Gas Storage Inventory

Working Gas in Underground Storage
billion cubic feet (Bcf)

Source: Energy Information Administration (EIA)

Storage levels now exceed the nation’s 5-year seasonal average by more than 4 percent while
outpacing 2014 inventories by an astonishing 17 percent.  •
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Summer heat and resulting volatility in the power prices did not disappoint during the July-August period. As seen in the charts below,
both Texas (ERCOT) and East region (PJM) cash prices spiked on days with extreme heat. ERCOT on-peak pricing traded above $400/MW
in early August as the heat remained in place for several days. Although PJM peaked at just above $100/MW, it demonstrated greater
daily volatility and traded above $50/MW more frequently than its Texas counterpart.

Summer Heat Spikes Peak-Hour Prices
Electrical Power

Term power prices strongly reflected the decline in natural gas prices with only marginal increases to heat rates. We anticipate improved
heat rates in regional markets where future coal retirements are not offset by added renewable and gas-fired generation. Thus, while the
traded hubs to any particular market may remain stable, congestion and basis risk should increase, costing consumers more as traders pass
price risk down to end users. •

Source: Intercontinental Exchange, Inc (ICE)
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June US Solar Generation (2005-2015)

Electrical Power

Electric power generators retired approximately 10,000
MW of conventional steam coal-fired capacity during the
first six months of this year, representing a 3.3 percent
cut in existing steam coal capacity. The industry
anticipates retiring an additional 3,000 MW of coal this
year and nearly 6,000 MW in 2016.

Conversely, solar generation increased significantly.
Illustrated at right, solar generation from facilities with
capacity of 1MW or greater grew 36 percent over the last
year, led by California which now accounts for roughly 57
percent of the nation’s solar power generation.

The falling price of solar photovoltaic (PV) cells continues
improving solar generation economics, leading experts to
predict greater growth in coming years. Further cost
reductions will result from improvements in cell efficiency
and overall output per solar PV module. •

Power Demand
As indicated earlier, Texas documented temperatures as high as 106°F in early

August, producing record demand on August 10th when the ERCOT system reported
an hourly peak load of 69,783MW. The power grid handled the high demand well
with sufficient generation available to avoid any disruptions across the state.

Unlike all other regional transmission organizations, ERCOT maintains neither a
capacity market nor a requirement that suppliers purchase reserve capacity for peak
demand. Instead, ERCOT allows prices to float higher than other markets
($9,000/MW cap) as a means of encouraging demand side conservation and
investment in new generation resources.

Other deregulated power markets with a capacity market include California, New
York and states within PJM. In these markets, suppliers must obtain adequate
capacity to meet customer peak day demand as determined by the local utility. •

Source: Energy Information Administration (EIA)

Power Supply
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At the start of the third quarter, administrators for the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration’s
(FMCSA) Compliance, Safety, Accountability (CSA) program proposed unpopular changes to the agency’s
public data categories and intervention thresholds, suggesting changes will better reflect crash risk while
allowing the agency to prioritize and intervene with high-risk carriers. 

First, CSA authorities ignored lobbying by the trucking industry, legislators and even the unbiased
Government Accountability Office (GAO) for a less detailed public record, proposing the publication of
hazmat compliance ratings for both cargo and non-cargo tank carriers. By segmenting the two categories,
the FMCSA hopes to eliminate an unintended bias against non-cargo tank carriers, improving their BASIC.
In addition, the agency will now evaluate new carriers’ SMS scores during the hazmat permitting process
and thoroughly investigate carriers with insufficient data to receive a proper SMS score. While saving
carriers from proving a less than 30 percent crash and out-of-service rating during their two-year renewal,
FMCSA regulators will instead persistently monitor permit holders using their public SMS rating.

Transportation Logistics

Then, regulators proposed rebalancing intervention thresholds for its Behavior Analysis and Safety Improvement Categories (BASIC). The
proposal maintains the 65 percent intervention thresholds for BASICs with the strongest correlation to crash risk — unsafe driving, hours
of service compliance and crash indicator. However, the vehicle maintenance BASIC would slip from the 80 percent threshold to 75 percent,
identifying additional non-compliant motor carriers, while the agency takes a more lenient stance on substance abuse and driver fitness,
raising thresholds from 80 to 90 percent. The agency believes the proposed alterations better reflect each BASIC’s correlation to crash risk. 

Other proposed changes include reclassifying out-of-service violations as Unsafe Driving rather than attributing them to the BASIC
responsible for the violation and increasing the maximum Vehicle Miles Travelled used in the Utilization Factor for more consistent
evaluation of high-utilization carriers. •

“While saving carriers 
from proving a less 
than 30 percent crash 
and out-of-service rating 
during their two-year
renewal, FMCSA
regulators will instead
persistently monitor
permit holders using their
public SMS rating.”

FMCSA Proposes Changes to the Compliance,
Safety, Accountability Program
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Additives

Anyone operating diesel engines in a cold weather climate
dreads the onset of winter, fearing an unexpected drop in
temperature, but unsure of how and when to prepare. Diesel
fuel, whether petroleum-based, ester-based or renewable,
contains waxes capable of congealing at low temperatures and
potentially hindering vehicle performance. The type and amount
of wax varies by product line, but consumers can rely on the
same set of tools and practices to ensure their fuel maintains
peak performance no matter how far the mercury falls. 

At warm temperatures, the waxy molecules in diesel fuel
remain fully soluble. As fuel temperatures decline, waxes
coagulate and manifest as small crystals, giving fuel a cloudy
aspect. Eventually, wax crystals grow large enough to separate
from the liquid, or “gel,” which can clog fuel filters, reduce
engine performance or even prevent engines from starting. At
this point, fuel must be heated before the wax sheets return to
a liquid, operable state. To avoid this ordeal and ensure
consistent fuel performance, end users should first know their
fuel’s cloud point (CP) and cold filter plugging point (CFPP) and
then plan accordingly. •

Demystifying Diesel Fuel Properties, Cold Weather
Performance and Winter Blending Practices

  
 

  
  

  
 

 

A fuel’s cloud point represents the temperature at which waxes first coagulate, producing a hazy appearance, but without operational issues.
The CFPP measures the temperature at which coagulated wax plugs fuel filters, starving engines for fuel and disrupting operations. Traditionally,
consumers blend more cold-resistant distillate products, such as kerosene, with their fuel. Containing less wax, these fuels can withstand
notably lower temperatures before crystals form. However, the rising cost-per-gallon, limited availability and reduced energy content (≈5%) of
kerosene encouraged widespread deployment of chemical alternatives.

When blended with fuel at warmer temperatures, cold flow improver (CFI) additives can extend a fuel’s effectiveness well below zero, but do
little to help users once fuel solidifies on their tank bottoms. Cloud point depressants (CPD) reduce a fuel’s cloud point by 1-3°F by inhibiting
the initial precipitation of wax. Commonly preferred to and not to be used in conjunction with CPDs, CFPP depressants do nothing to stop fuels
from clouding, but bond with forming wax crystals to alter their structure, prevent further bonding, and allow fuel to pass through filters
unimpeded. While often reducing the CFPP of diesel to temperatures far below zero, CFPP additives generally prove effective to only 18°F
below a product’s cloud point, requiring a multi-pronged approach to winterizing fuel tanks.

As fuel 
temperatures 
decline, waxes 
coagulate and 
form crystals, 
potentially 
impacting 
performance.
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Extreme winter temperatures recorded in recent years underscore the
need for a robust cold weather contingency strategy. Kerosene
blending, cloud point reductions or CFPP treatments aren’t enough
on their own to keep fleets and generators operable. Instead, end
users should consider blending kerosene into finished fuels to lower
the cloud point —by roughly 3°F for every 10-percent substitution
— and decreasing the fuel’s CFPP through the use of CFI additives. 

When weighing kerosene blends against CFPP depressant additives,
the economics of their respective costs prove compelling. Kerosene
earns a premium over ultra-low sulfur diesel in many markets, from
as little as 20cpg in the fall of 2011 to more than 50cpg last year.
Consequently, consumers should expect to pay as much as 12cpg
more for kerosene blends with the same cold weather resistance as
properly treated diesel products while sacrificing energy content and
crucial lubricity. As the below table illustrates, the savings realized by
substituting a CFPP depressant CFI additive for kerosene are
significant at any kerosene price point.

Additives

An optimal blending program leverages the cold flow benefits of winter additives to lower CFPP while only using kerosene to lower cloud
point enough to keep it within 18°F of the CFPP. Consumers capable of striking this balance can achieve significant cost savings and rest
assured that their fuel is well protected from the operability challenges of winter. •

10% 90% $ 0.30 $ 0.03  3 - 5 Degrees $ 0.03 ≤ 30 Degrees 1,000,000 $ - $ - 

20% 80% $ 0.30 $ 0.06 6 - 10 Degrees $ 0.03 ≤ 30 Degrees 1,000,000 $ 0.03 $ 30,000

30% 70% $ 0.30 $ 0.09 9 - 15 Degrees $ 0.03 ≤ 30 Degrees 1,000,000 $ 0.06 $ 60,000

10% 90% $ 0.40 $ 0.04 3 - 5 Degrees $ 0.03 ≤ 30 Degrees 1,000,000 $ 0.01 $ 10,000

20% 80% $ 0.40 $ 0.08 6 - 10 Degrees $ 0.03 ≤ 30 Degrees 1,000,000 $ 0.05 $ 50,000 

30% 70% $ 0.40 $ 0.12 9 - 15 Degrees $ 0.03 ≤ 30 Degrees 1,000,000 $ 0.09 $ 90,000 

10% 90% $ 0.50 $ 0.05 3 - 5 Degrees $ 0.03 ≤ 30 Degrees 1,000,000 $ 0.02 $ 20,000 

20% 80% $ 0.50 $ 0.10 6 - 10 Degrees $ 0.03 ≤ 30 Degrees 1,000,000 $ 0.07 $ 70,000 

30% 70% $ 0.50 $ 0.15 9 - 15 Degrees $ 0.03 ≤ 30 Degrees 1,000,000 $ 0.12 $ 120,000 

USLD #1
%

USLD #1
%

#1 COST #1 CPG CFPP 
Reduction

CFI Additive
CPG

CFPP
Reduction

Winter
Volume

CPG
Savings

TOTAL
SAVINGS



Dan Luther  Supply Manager
Dan is responsible for purchasing, hedging, and the distribution of natural gas and renewable fuels. Before joining Mansfield,
Dan was Director of Operations at Aska Energy and also worked at RaceTrac Petroleum, where he helped manage all barge,
rail, and truck fuel deliveries before assuming  ethanol trading responsibilities, including purchasing product to fulfill
RaceTrac’s demand while trading product across other U.S. markets. Dan holds a BSBA in Supply Chain Management and
Marketing from Ohio State University and is currently working towards his MBA at Georgia Tech.

Lynn Argianas  Director of Supply, West 
Lynn has a broad-based background in refining and trading.  She began her career at ConocoPhillips where she traded,
gasoline, distillate, ethanol, ngl’s and crude oil.  She was a VP at Morgan Stanley and  a Business Development Manager
at Cargill before joining Mansfield Oil where she is Director of Supply West Coast.  Lynn has a BA in Finance and Economics
from the University of Illinois Champaign and a MBA in from St. Mary’s College in Moraga, CA.
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Mansfield’s National Supply Team

Andy Milton Senior VP of Supply and Distribution
Andy heads the supply group for Mansfield and during his tenure the company has grown from 1.3 billion gallons to over
2.5 billion gallons per year. Andy’s industry experience spans all aspects of the fuel supply business from truck dispatch,
analytics, and index pricing to hedging and bulk purchasing. Prior to Mansfield, Andy worked at RaceTrac Petroleum. Andy’s
expertise in purchasing via pipeline, vessel, and the coordination via futures and options for hedging purchases enables him
to successfully lead a team of experienced and motivated supply personnel at Mansfield. Andy’s team handles a wide
geographic area of all 50 states and Canada, including all gasoline products, ULSD, kerosene, Heating Oil, biodiesel,
Ethanol, and Natural Gas. Andy’s education began at Young Harris College and later at Georgia Southern University where he
received a BS in Sports Management.

Mansfield’s supply team brings unique experience and industry expertise to the table. From contract pricing and hedging to trading of fuel,

renewables and alternatives such as CNG and LNG, the Mansfield supply team covers the gamut of knowledge that is required to manage

today’s complex national fuel supply chain. Although they work as a national team, each member’s regional focus enables Mansfield to

deliver geographic based supply solutions by more efficiently managing market specific refining, shipping and terminal/assets.
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Nate Kovacevich  Supply Manager
Before joining the company, Nate worked for Yocum Oil Company as a Senior Trader where his responsibilities included
managing the company's refined product and renewable fuels procurement, handling all hedging related activities, and providing
risk management tools and strategies to help customers mitigate volatility and price risk. Nate previously worked for FCStone,
where he performed commodity research and analysis for customers with agricultural and petroleum related risk, devised and
implemented risk management programs and strategies, and executed futures and option orders on all the major exchanges as
well as any OTC related transactions. Nate earned his BA in Entrepreneurship and Economics from the University of St. Thomas. 
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Chris Carter  Supply Manager
Chris serves as the Southeast Supply Manager responsible for refined product purchases including contracts, day deals and rack
purchases. The Southeast region covers Florida, Georgia, Mississippi, Alabama, Tennessee, South Carolina, North Carolina,
Virginia and Maryland. His responsibilities also include supply contracts and current bids. Chris manages pipeline shipments of
gas and diesel on the Colonial, Plantation and Central Florida Pipelines. Chris joined Mansfield in 2009 as a Supply
Optimization Analyst and earned his BA in Business Management from North Georgia College and State University.  

Evan Smiles  Supply Supervisor
Evan began his career with Mansfield as an intern in the supply department back in the winter of 2011, assisting in the
Southeast region. Evan quickly advanced into the role of Northeast Supply Optimization Analyst and currently holds the position
of Northeast Supply Supervisor, handling various tasks including supply bids, day deal purchasing, long haul analysis, contract
negotiations/fulfillment and supply optimization. Evan earned a BS in Sports Management and BBA in Finance from the
University of Georgia.

Jessica Phillips  Renewable Supply & Distribution Supervisor
Jessica is based out of Houston, TX and is responsible for nationwide purchasing, hedging, and the distribution of renewable
fuels. Joining the Mansfield team in 2009, she has held multiple titles over the years: Contracts Coordinator, Regional Supply
Analyst, Senior Strategic Supply Analyst, and as of late, Renewables Supply Supervisor.  Jessica has a strong background in
refined products scheduling, contracts, optimization and market analysis and is driven to continue to expand her knowledge in
renewable and alternative fuels.

Fernando de Agüero  President, Mansfield Power & Gas
Fernando possesses a broad energy industry experience ranging from regulated utilities to deregulated merchant and retail
business. He has launched five privately held energy ventures. Holding positions as CEO of a wholesale natural gas and
electric supplier, Chairman, CEO and President of a deregulated retail natural gas marketer, Manager and CEO of a
deregulated retail electric provider, Co-Founder, Chairman and CEO of a leading smart grid-enabled prepaid utility solutions and
software development company and held various leadership roles spanning strategic planning, finance, business development,
commercial operations and trading at AGL Resources, GenOn (formerly Mirant Corporation) and Southern Company.
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